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What is the 
prevalence of 
ATTRm in the 
world?





The cumulative estimated number of persons with ATTR-FAP was:

(10 countries)

(32 countries)
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FA1 For countries with reported prevalence estimates, the total number of persons with ATTR-FAP was calculated as the prevalence 
rate per million (1M) multiplied by the general population expressed in millions. When multiple prevalence rates were reported 
for a country, we first constructed a range consisting of a low prevalence estimate and a high prevalence estimate.
Federica Azzolini; 06/10/2020

FA5 Extracted prevalence estimates were extrapolated to countries in which ATTR-FAP cases have been reported but prevalence has
not. These countries were identified from (1) a recently presented case series of 532 ATTR-FAP cases published between 2005 
and 2015, (2) a list of countries with at least 1 clinic site enrolling patients into the THAOS, and (3) countries that are known to 
the authors to have ATTR-FAP patients. Unless additional information was available, the low, mid, and high prevalence 
estimates for these extrapolated countries were calculated as the lowest, middle, and highest nonendemic national prevalence 
rates extracted from the literature multiplied by general population size.
Federica Azzolini; 07/10/2020

FA8 The low, mid, and high nonendemic national prevalence estimates applied to the extrapolated countries were 0.32/1M (Turkey),
1.48/1M (Germany), and 7.52/1M (France), respectively.
Federica Azzolini; 07/10/2020

FA9 For these extrapolated estimates, we applied the lowest prevalence rates to generate conservative values in the base case, and 
we explored realistic ranges by applying other appropriate prevalence multipliers. Mediating population-level factors were also 
considered. For example, in Brazil, the cumulative national prevalence was derived based on Portuguesedescended and 
non–Portuguese-descended subpopulations separately.
Federica Azzolini; 07/10/2020

FA7 ATTR-FAP population sizes reported for the extrapolated countries should be interpreted more cautiously because these 
estimates were subject to a greater degree of author judgment compared with core country estimates.
Federica Azzolini; 07/10/2020



43% in endemic countries 
(3% of the total population)

24% in endemic countries 6% in endemic countries 

Total “at risk” population from 42 countries:
4.6 billion persons (60% of the global population)

Additional cases might be found in the remaining 40% of the global population, 
primarily in former Portuguese colonies… 



Global estimated 
prevalence: 
5,000 to 10,000 (but….. 
it might be as high as
38,000 persons)

Endemic in: 
• Portugal 
• Sweden 

With foci in: 
• Japan 
• Brazil 
• Maiorca
• Cyprus



What is the prevalence of 
ATTRm in Europe?

What is the prevalence of 
ATTRm in Europe?
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FA10 These estimates were based on a survey of European ATTR-FAP clinicians and researchers that reported their impressions, but 
not necessarily direct observations, of ATTR-FAP prevalence in their respective countries. 
 Thus, the prevalence rates reported in Parman et al. were generated from the responses of 15 ATTR-FAP clinical and 
epidemiological experts practicing in Europe.
Federica Azzolini; 07/10/2020



In some areas prevalence ranges from 
1/1,000 to 1/10,000 persons.

Endemic countries

Genetic homogeneity: 
- 95% V30M in Sweden
- 99% V30M in Portugal

The mutations is belived to have arisen independently
in Portugal and Sweden

Asymptomatic
carriers: 2%!!



TTR Met30 Port (full black circles); TTR Met30 non Port (full red circles); TTR Tyr77 (green full square); 
TTR Phe77 (pink full triangles); stars: non Met30 TTR-FAP (neither Tyr77, nor Phe77; in details). 

In nonendemic countries there is
genetic heterogeneity.

Prevalence: 0.2-9.05/1,000,000

Non-Endemic countries

FA11
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FA11 In France more than 29 mutations have been identified. Val30Met is the most common (62% of cases). This may relate to a 
large immigration from Portugal to France in the early 1970s.
Tyr77Ser (11.8%) and Phe77Ser (6.2%).
Federica Azzolini; 07/10/2020



• More than 100 different mutations identified.

• ~ 50-70% of patients worldwide carry the V30M mutation.

• Also in Europe Val30Met is the most common mutation, but there
is heterogeneity around the second-most prevalent mutation.

Genetics





Genotype-Phenotype correlation



Genotype-Phenotype correlation



Early onset (Portugal, Cyprus, and Majorca)

- The average age of onset in Portugal is 33.5 yy
- High penetrance in Portugal (80% at 50 yy) 
- Women have a later onset than men (33.7 vs 29.0 yy)

Val30Met

Late onset (Sweden, and nonendemic areas)
- The average age of onset in Sweden is 56-57 yy
- Low penetrance in Sweden (1.7% at 30 yy, 69% at 90 yy)
- A male predominance has been observed
- Cardiomyopathy is predominant in late-onset male patients
- Higher penetrace and earlier onset when the mutation is

inherited from the mother rather than from the father



What about Italy?



Global prevalence: 4.33/million (9.2-9.3/million in Calabria and Sicily) 

447 subjects

260 patients

187 asymptomatic

163/260 (62.7%) probands

97/260 (37.3%) positive family history

216/260 (83.1%) 
late-onset

44/260 (16.9%) 
early-onset

M/F=0.7/1 

M/F= 2.3/1 

The Italian prevalence might be even higher:

 participation to the Registry on a volunteer basis

 paucisymptomatic relatives of patients may escape medical attention 

 some Italian regions have no referral centres (eg. Sardinia island have 
no ATTRm patient so far diagnosed) 

Italy: the Italian Registry



Cardiomyopathy: 67/260 (25.8%)

Neuropathy: 124/260 (47.7%)

Dysautonomia: 9/260 (3.5%)

CTS: 21/260 (8.1%)

Mixed phenotype: 39/260 (15%)

The average diagnostic delay was 2.58 yy
(3.4 yy in probands, 1.2 yy in patients with positive family history)

48/163 (29.4%) probands received a misdiagnosis
(25/48 CIDP)



In patients (260):
- V30M was the 1st most frequent mutation (60/260; 23.1%)

- 48/60 (80%) V30M was late-onset

- 20/60 (20%) V30M was early-onset

- F64L was the 2nd most frequent mutation (58/260; 22.3%)

- I68L was the 3rd most frequent mutation (47/260; 18.1%)

Italy: the Italian Registry

31 different mutations recorded

In all subjects (447):
- I68L was the 1st most frequent mutation (100/447; 22.4%)

- F64L was the 2nd most frequent mutation (91/447; 20.4%)

- V30M was the 3rd most frequent mutation (90/447; 20.1%)



Considering the 7 most common variants:

• V30M, I68L, F64L and V122I are not restricted to a unique geographic area 
 ancient origin? different foci? 

• T49A, E89Q and Y78F seem to have a clear common ancestry, respectively, from 
Agrigento, Syracuse and Bergamo 

Italy: the Italian Registry



Genotype-Phenotype correlation

Neuropathy Cardiopathy



An independent origin of the V30M mutation has
been postulated comparing Italian haplotypes with
those from Portuguese and Swedish patients.

• Late onset
• Mainly characterized by a sensory polyneuropathy
• During its course heart and autonomic

involvement

V30M in Italy



Firstly described in an American patient of Italian 
ancestry.

• Mainly neuropathic variant
• Patients usually have a late onset
• High number of sporadic patients and a long 

diagnostic delay (misdiagnosed with other peripheral 
neuropathies)

F64L in Italy



The percentage of patients carrying cardiological 
mutations is higher than that recorded in the past in 
Italy and in Western Europe countries.

• Cardiological phenotype

• Shortest disease duration 

• Fast course and high mortality 
(41% at 3 yy and 63% at 5 yy)

I68L in Italy



Italy: the Italian Registry



What about
Tuscany?



653 patients
(registro fiorentino 1990/2020)

334/653 (51.1%) AL

275/743 (37%)  TTR

192/275 (70%) TTRwt

1/653 (0.2%) ApoA1

83/275 (30%) TTRm43/653 (6.6%) 
ongoing diagnosis

275/653 (42.1%)  TTR





Grazie per 
l’attenzione


